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About This Game

Archery Practice VR is a target shooting VR simulation. Improve your hit accuracy and rate of completion to score
achievements and become a master archer!

Five different target types, three arrow types and five targeting locations make for a mix of difficulties.
The game can actually be quite an isometric workout!
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Title: Archery Practice VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Virtual Rage Studios LLC
Publisher:
Virtual Rage Studios LLC
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or more recent.

Processor: 2.4

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980 or equivalent 4gb ddr5

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Awesome game to play at night for yourself or with friends!. Just more quests where you spend your time believing Agito is
your friend, before he turns on you and breaks your heart :'(. This game is making fun for few times, can make you laugh on
players who does not know how to control. I'm a huge boxing fan and a fan of sports sims so this checked both the boxes. Fun
game for the price.. I really like this game! Very simple and to the point with relaxing tropical background music. I rate it a solid
8\/10 bananas! Good job Joystick Knights, I am eager to see what you come out with next!

If you need a bit of gameplay in order to determine your purchase, follow the link below:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=S3XTLjIQ6XE. A lot of bugs.. OMG. I just love this game. This is one of my favorot
games on steam.. whoever made this game needs to do a lot of work,
the game doesn't even start
whenever it does start it crashes
there are usaully no lobby's
when there is a lobby nobody joins it
this game should be free, once it works, then the developer can make it at least 25 cents. Cool. Cant wait til theres more game
content.. This game was BORING and very grindy and now that game spy has gone the way of the Dodo bird you can't even
play it anymore.
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The 1st time I heard of NPG is actually from Studio \u00c9lan channel. Rly glad I did. ^_^
I had a good laugh and can relate a lot with Eve. When I was a kid I grew up with the kind of anime\/game\/story that not only
spark imagination\/sense of adventure but also meaningful life lessons. As I grow older I noticed the drop in quality for many
things including game\/anime industry. Sparkly with zero substance. I'm glad to know there is still ppl who care enough to create
content that isn't just there to appease the primate brains. As long as Studio Coattails stays true to this you have my support..
This game is really really weird. Mysterious even.. My friend Nick was playong Anti Mage and was undisturbed and it made his
dae
. This is a great jigsaw puzzle game and if you have any problems just let them know and they are glad to help. Dollar store
version of GTA.. IT WORMS ANY WORMS GAME I WILL PLAY
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